
12BA nuts soldered over holes

Remove this Y piece after
 the edges are soldered

Cab floor upper,
shown upside down

Cab floor lower, solder to upper on
the side with etched lines, line up
edges and holes and fold down
the 2 strips after soldering

Fold bunker and cab frames 2 & 3 and fit
into the slots in the footplate

Alco Mountaineer
cab 1 - both types



Bunker front 11, edges
fit against the inner frame

Bunker door 12, push out
 rivets from behind, fit
upside down for a closed door

Bunker rear 10 needs to be
folded to match the shape
of the sides, it fits between
the sides withe the top rib

facing outwards.

The top edge of the side
must line up with the corner
of the front where the
vertical changes to angled
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Mountaineer
cab early 2
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Rear door 14, fit with the
etched line facing outward

Firebox brackets 16, push
out the rivets and fold, solder

2 each side under the floor
against the firebox.

This roof fits with butt joints at the edges.
Joining pieces are supplied to make an

interlocking fit when it can be left loose of
spot glued.  See the drawing on the right

for details of the fitting tabs.

Cut the joining pieces 32 in half and solder the strips
behind the top and bottom sections as shown, when

the roof is fitted they will hold the edges in
alignment.  3 tabs are show but you can use more if
you wish.  A similar arrangement can be used on the
rear section but the strips will need to be narrower.

Also included are 2 strips 30 that might be useful,
cut them into shorter lengths and use as above.

Brake pull rod 23, this is the
visible section from the cab to

behind the tank and is best fitted
after painting and final assembly

Handrail bracket 19, fold and solder to
inside of cab side, they are handed and
fold opposite ways.  Use straight wire
soldered to the floor for the handrails.

Some pictures show a clamp type
holder for the lower fitting, use strip

20 wrapped around the wire and
soldered behind the side sheet.

Cab steps 14 (from the WD cab etch) fold
to shape and solder centrally under the
door opening, around 1.5mm from the

edge of the floor.  I also included steps 24
with an extra rod step added as I saw this
somewhere but now cannot find it, I may

have invented it, your choice.

Pictures also show Mountaineer with an extra step
25 under the footplate in front of the cab, others
show a second smaller step 26 added below this,

lining up at the rear edge.  As these attach to
plastic, they will need to be glued in place.
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Mountaineer
cab early 3



Bunker front 11, edges
fit against the inner frame

Bunker door 12, push out
 rivets from behind, fit
upside down for a closed door

The cut out in the side should
fit behind the cab front and
the slots should line up
with the side of the front
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Mountaineer
cab later 2



Rear door 14, fit with the
etched line facing outward

Firebox brackets 16, push
out the rivets and fold, solder

2 each side under the floor
against the firebox.

Fit window frames 31 inside
the openings, this is best
done after bending the roof

This roof fits by engaging the tabs in the slots,
the rear section rests on the tops of the sides.

This can be done with glue to give a semi
removable fix or soldered fully if you will never

need access to the cab interior again.

Brake pull rod 23, this is the
visible section from the cab to

behind the tank and is best fitted
after painting and final assemblyHandrail bracket 19, fold and solder to

inside of cab side, they are handed and
fold opposite ways.  Use straight wire
soldered to the floor for the handrails.

Some pictures show a clamp type
holder for the lower fitting, use strip

20 wrapped around the wire and
soldered behind the side sheet.

20

These slots should only be in the rear panel, the ones in the
front were left in by mistake and should be filled with solder

The rear of the roof fits behind the cab
side and into the slots in the cab rear
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Mountaineer
cab later 3


